
Picture to come

Boys will be Boys

chaPter 12

Things that go bump in the night

It was on the following morning that I came to hear of the most 
brilliant, daring, and successful piece of sabotage that had ever taken 

place; brilliant in that the plan of action was unique in the annals of the 
time; daring in view of the extraordinary complexity of the manoeuvre; 

and successful in that complete and utter devastation was caused.

  w h i t g i f t i a n , j u ly  1960.

Part of the plan for the overnight Great Desk Swap of 1960. The initials of the perpetrators have 
been removed to protect the guilty.
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every school develops a tradition of tomfoolery, most often by boys towards 
the end of their final term. that certainly happened at Whitgift, and with 
increasing frequency in the 1950s; later May Day became popular. this 

first, though, dates from the old school, before the First World War.

a boy who had a grudge against one of the masters began a major work of art in the 
school lavatories. today these would strike the average citizen as primitive, to say the 
least. the interior of the average Wc would have provided an educational psycholo-
gist with a gold-mine of invaluable information. It may be that the literary content of 
the lavatories was what inspired our young friend to attempt his magnum opus. In a 
few days there fairly shouted along one wall, in letters about ten inches high: ‘Blank 
is an Unprintable’. Soon after some Government officials came to survey the school. 
they entered the lavatories and were at once confronted by this masterpiece of cal-
umny. We schoolboys didn’t know, but the headmaster instituted vigorous meas-
ures to detect and capture the artist. We were told this later by Stumps, one of the 
groundsmen. he told us that he had been ordered to take up his station at one of the 
Wcs and watch. at length the artist was tempted to add a few perfecting touches to 
his great work. as Stumps said: ‘and ’e walked straight into the lion’s mouth.’ he was 
forthwith expelled. For some time after this, Stumps was known as the Lion’s Mouth. 

It was soon evident that Boys and chemistry labs are an explosive mixture. In 
the early days there were some narrow escapes – or so this boy claimed in a little 
fantasy from 1905.

DEADLY DETENTION
Fearful Fumes of Ghastly Gas

Horrible Holocaust
Lethal Labours. Moribund Multitudes

Without, a bright summer day, a gentle breeze and rustling trees, all lending them-
selves to a vision of peaceful charm, gorgeous greenery, and cheerful cricket. Within, 
the cool shadows and studious silence of the Big School. Forty youthful and innocent 
heads bent over forty wooden desks, and forty well-thumbed books. Study is in the 
air; all is peace, quiet, calm. When suddenly there steals on the sense a faint sickly 
odour, scarcely perceptible at first, but gradually growing in intensity. the little eyes 
begin to swim, the little heads to reel. a moan rises from far down the room, then 
the awful truth dawns on all. It is – but in the interests of humanity we must not 
reveal the name of this insidious lethal agent. there ensues a heartrending scene – a 
universal stagger to the feet; some fall in the attempt and sit down again; a rush to 
the door, many swooning as they run; a desperate struggle, for life, for air, for liberty, 
ensues around the door. the door is locked.

Despair, awful, hopeless, utter, seizes all hearts at that appalling discovery. Blood-
curdling cries go up to the stony-hearted bricks. and all the time the poison is set-
tling down thicker and more rank, until at length the last brave heart succumbs, the 
last sickening thud resounds on the hollow floor. a wriggle here, a gurgle there, and 
all is still. Silence, quiet and awful. Silence. and outside the sun is still shining, the 


